If you care about who produced the beans used to make your morning coffee and how, this spirited volume will spark your imagination, even if it does not fully clear up all of your concerns. These sociologists and environmentalists, grouped around the University of California, Santa Cruz, and nongovernmental organizations such as Oxfam, find some hope for small-farm cooperatives in the movements promoting quality shade-grown organic and fair-trade coffees. But for these participatory action researchers, a new world of personal relationships between small-scale growers in the South and socially conscious consumers in the North—unmediated by global roasters, distributors, or retailers—emerges as the ultimate Utopian benchmark. The greatest fear among some activists is "selling out to scale up," but the lead editors note that high-standard sustainable coffee production accounts for only a small, albeit growing, portion—still under five percent—of the globally traded harvest. Absent is a rigorous analysis of Starbucks' widely publicized fair-trade initiatives (the essays date back to 2004), and the authors dismiss the merely "symbolic concessions" of other major brands. In his own finely detailed study on Nicaragua, included here, Bacon correctly concludes that "the relationships between price, quality, certification and cooperative membership merit further research."
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